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Tke Bgindgees$ of Ohsessivee as Pertwayed
    im Nabok*v's "A pmasking IFeggow"'

Becgasc Qaxgxit

    Vladimir Nabokov (1899•'-1977) lived for some fifteen years in Berlin frorr} l922 until

1937 after first escaping frem Russia during the Bolshevik revolution and then compieting his

undergraduate studies at Cambridge University. DuriRg his iinmeRseiy Productive period in

Berlin Nabokov composed numerous poems, several well received novels as well as a iarge

number of short stories. Having attaiRed worldwide fame only after the success of his

English novel g)ofita in 1958, his earlier stories, written exclusively in RussiaR, have aiways

been relatively neglected. In 1995 Nabokov's son Drr}itri finally published, for. the first time,

a comprehensive collection of all short stories written by Nabokov in both English and

Russian. This interesting volume censists of a total of sixty-five stories taken from the

author's four earlier collections ef stories aftd also includes eleven stories never before

translated into English. Many of these works display an astonishing range of Nabokov's
technical skili and inventiveness. Most importaitt ef all, many of the earlier stories fore-

shadow much of what Nabekov later created in his more famous English novels. Whiie his

later English stories remain his best known works, Nabokov did create some strikingly

mature short stories during his German period. All the earlier steries were written in Russian

for the small but artistically thriving Russian emigre cemmuRities of BerliR, Paris and

Prague. In addition, many of these stories help te greatiy illuminate the evolution ef

Nabokov's creative process, as well as also providing unique insights into many of the themes

and rnetheds to be used later in many of his more famous noveis. In addition, while many of

Nabekov's novels continue to remain extremely complicated and often incomprehensible to

the uniRitiated reader, in contrast, his short stories are among his most immediately acces-

sible works. The author's son, Dmitri Nabokov, who is the translator and editor of maRy of

his father's works has Roted: "Even wheR linked in some way to the larger fiction, they are

self-contained. Even when they can be read on more than one level, they require few literary

prerequisites. They offer the reader irrimediate gratification whether or not he er she had

ventured into Nabokov's larger aRd more complex writings or delved into his personal
history." (Drr}itri Nabokov in the Preface to rhe Stories of Yladimir .Nmbokov, pp. xii

-xiii) Therefore, an excellent startlng pointfor anyone who might want to begin to explore

the world of Nabokov wouid thus clearly appeqr to be his shert stories.

   In this brief study, I would like to focus my attention on one of Nabokov's more infamous

short stories, namely "A Dashing Fe}fow", which was originally written in the spring of l932
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and published shortly thereafter. This stery caused quite a stir in the Russialt emigre

communiey when it first appeared and was actually rejeÅíted as being impreper and cruel by

all the leading publishers ef emigre literature includikg Rut' (Berlin) and g"osgesireie

N$ve$ti (Paris), where most of Nabekov's early works had been regularly published. As a

result, the story eventually appeared under the author's Russian pen name of Vladimir Sirift

in the jeurnal Segedesyes (Riga) which, at the time, was only a very minor publisher of

Russiaft emigre literature. The commotion ef both the sexual content and the inappropriate-

ness of the stery parallels quite cleseiy the trouble that Nabokov experienced whefl trying te

publish L*ggtw (1955) and having to eventually settle for the book being published ln France

in X955. It was eniy after the book started to receive resounding worldwide acclaim that the

nevel was fiRaliy published in the United States in l958. Anether glaring similarity with this

story aitd Loiita is the fact that the protagenist of "A asaskSstg ewegg@w", a traveling salesman

hame Kenstantin, is a hopelessly obsessive sexuai pervert, not in the same maRner perhaps,

but te the same degree of intensity that }Iufnbert is iR his pursuit of a forbidden 12-year-old

lover in Nabokov's most fameus novei.

    The outward steryline of "2<g Das$hingy pt7eggow" is an extremely short and simple one.

It is the brief taie of a traveling saiesman, a Russian emigre frem the gentry class whe

escaped from Russia duriRg the communist revolutien after lesing his farrtily and possessions.

The dapper salesman, named Konstantin er Kostya (the last naxne is always strategically

gmitted to avoid any ultwaAted cofitacts after his brief elte night staxids), picks up a "thirty

-semething" woman oit a train, stops off at hef home town and escorts her to her apartment

by taxi wieh promises of a romaRtic evening. While the womanis eut shopping for dinner,

a youRg bey steps by to inform the unfortunate iady that her father is dying and will ftot

survive the night. The impatient salesman intentionally faigs to inform her as she returns

while instead immediategy pouncing en her to satisfy his ltow unbearable sexual needs.

    Ironicagly his efferts result in no mere than a premature ejaculatien. Mements later,

while the werfian Agw begins te prepare dinner, the here steps oiat suppesedly to buy a cigar.

ffe then promptly returns to the train station while cursing the meitey he had given the

woman te purchase food, picks up his checked bag and calmly coRtinues on his original

joumey.
   Akhough the plot itself appears vile and vulgar, Nabokev's genius is in how he master-

fully describes in great detaii the lurid mental wanderings of the perverted malt's disterted

mind. Just as in Logits, the reader must remember that no meralizing will be found, there

is Ro overt criticism of the social miscreant that the salesrean represents. The reason fer this

is that the narrator is the pervert himself. As a result, the salesraaR is simply retelling the

entire actioA frGm his own deranged perspective and notfrem that of•the auther. The reader

must therefore take great care Rot to mistake the marrator for Nabokov himself. Unfertu-

nately, Rumerous peeple continue te presume to this very day that Nabokov himself must

alse be perverted because of the skill with which he described Hurr}bert's degenerate desires

in Logits. }Iowever, Nabokev was merely using his genius to try and recreate the tone and
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texture of the mentai meanderings of such a mind by recreating them so vividly iR his works.

Brialt Boyd has called "2<g Des$hing ff77eeinsw ": "An excelient study of a hearty, heartless, self

-satisfied vulgarian seen form the inside, the story is told with a lurid vitality to match the

colors and forms flicking past the train windew and a speed that keeps pace with the

clattering train or a male in a rut. It fo11ews the unpleasaiit twists of the here's mind this

way afld that: the fraudulent patter of the pickup, a polluted strearc of cofiscieusness, a

would-be imposing ftarrative `we' that grates like everything else abeut the man." (Boyd, p.

379) As Boyd notes, we are censtantly repelled by this vulgar individual but at the same time

find his gutter consciousitess alluringiy appealing and the reader thus finds himself compelled

to read on while the auther does Rot disappoint as he continually lets the hero compound his

vulgarity throughout a series ef progressively new lows ending with the failure te inform the

woman that her father was dying and then complaining about how she had rr}ade him waste

over 12 Marks.

    As in r[iost of Nabokov's mere famous longer novels recurriltg themes and patterns

abound in this eieven page taie. Through the pretagenists peripatetic eyes the reader seems

to rush through the story at 3n ever increasing pace. Nabekov combines clarity and
econemy, subjective intensity, memerable detail, a uf}ique piot and structure, and finally an

original solution te ait unexpected ending.

    Everything about the salesirtan annoys and disgusts the reader, right frem the first

paragraph where he constantly uses a condescending "we", which is appareittly intended to

bring the reader aloflg en his vile jeurney threugh debauchery, however, its constant use has

just the opposite effect and only succeeds in irritating the reader as dees everythiltg else

about the m3n:

Our suitcase is carefully embellished with bright-colored stickers: `Nurnberg',
`Stuttgart, `Koln'-and even `Lido' (but that olte is frauduient). We have a swarthy

compiexion, a network of purple-red veins, a black mustache, trimiy clipped and hairy

nostrils. We breathe hard through eur nose as we try to solve a crossword puzzle in an

emigre paper. We are alone in a third-class cempartment-alene and therefore, bered.

... During the lasttrip we were unfaithful to Katya three times, and that cest us thirty

Reichsmarks. ("A Dasktwg Feggew" p. 127, hereafter all quotatiens are taken from the

publication: A reee$sines Bexuty eeced Otker Stgrie$ by Vladimir Nabokev, Penguin

Books 1973),

Although this unappealing use of "we" thoroughly revo}ts us, the reader feels mesmerized by

the workings of the man's mind. In fact, this story comprises some of Nabokov's most

compeiiing aftd picaresque use of language. Brian Boyd also describes that: "There is little

so dranzatic as this in Nabokov, so cempletely an entry into another mind. The miracle is

thatthe story makes a squalid mind and manners so celorful-albeit in the repellent hues of

a garish tie." (Beyd, p. 379) Thus the reader is simultaneously repelled altd inexplicably
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drawn to this lower form of human creatien. In shert, the reader is curieus to find out what

makes such a man tick (mentally) while also curiously wondering what kind of adventure is

going to befall the feilow.

    The careless reader wiil again think that the• author condones this man's perverse

manner, however, it is abundantly clear throughout the story thatthe author has no sympathy

whatsoever for his protagonist. The author never comes out and says "this man is the

embodiment or moral turpitude", however, the author achieves this sarae effect more subtly

in an inverted fashion. The reader must therefore glean the author's message not from what

the narrator says but frorn what he does not say, Thus when the salesman ponders whether

or not to try and seduce the woman who has just happened te enter his carriage he thinks:

What is better: the experience of a sexy thirty-year-oid brunette, or the silly young

bloom of a bright-curled romp? Today the former is better, and tomorrow we shall see.

("A Dashing Fegggw", p. 129)

Here the salesman's cold and calculating evaluation of the situation clearly hints at the

author's own disdain for such thinking.

    Probably the most constant and glaring theme of the entire work is the protagonists all

encompassing selfishness. In this respect ke is quite similar te Humbert iR Logita who is so

absorbed in his quest to seduce and control the childwoman that he cannet even conceive of

the pessibility that he might be hurting somebody er even permanently damaging the girl

psychologically. IR the same fashieR, our hero, Konstantin, is utterly incapable of comprehen-

ding that in all of his "gallant" endeavors that he could possibly be hurting people, breaking

their hearts, or causing irreparable pain. For he is err}otienally inseftsitive toward the world

while also appearing to be theroughly numb in regard to his own feelings. It is because of

this lack of reflection and total disregard for human decency that he can be considered a

prime example of Nabokov's antiheroes. In one of Nabokov's earlier novels, Mary (1925) ,

the hero Ganin, a young Russian emigre in Berlin, also selfishly plans to steal an acquain-

tance's young wife, who happened to be his first love, by intercepting her at the train station.

Yet, at the end of the story Ganin is able to chaAge his mind and reach a fiew level of

understanding and consciousness at the traiR station by simply coming to realize that he

already possesses his happy past in his soul and need not poison the present. Therefore, since

Ganin is able to overcome his selfishness he comes to reach a new level in Nabokov's plane

of human existence. However, other heroes including Van Veen (Ada) and Humbert
(koiita) are never able to rise up to a higher plane of human existence and remain in the

gutter of humankind, in the same iashien as the traveling salesman, Koltstantin, due to their

all encompassing romantic intoxicatien of the self. The salesmaR's iRsensitive selfishness is

finally further cempounded by his failure to tell the woman that her father is dying. As he

steals away to the station in order to avoid "wasting" any further time with the woman he

logically rationalizes that it was corapletely unnecessary to pass on the news to the woman,
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even though she will now lose the opportunity to spend a few last precious moments with her

father before he passes away:

    As to the bad Rews, she was sure to get it sooner or later. I spared her several sad

    minutes by a deathbed. Still, maybe, I should send her a message from here? But I've

    forgotten the house number. No, I remember 27. Anyway, one may assume I forgot it

    -nobody is ebliged to have such a geod memory. I can imagine what a rumpus there
    would have been if I had told her at once! The old bitch. ("A Dashimg FeREgw", p. 136)

In this monologue we see a tiny glimpse of human sensitivity and kindRess. ffe coftsiders for

a moment sending the weman a message frore the statien, but quickly creates an excuse not

to. So here in the last pages of the story we see that }the fellow is, frem the human

perspective, totally irredeemable, and thereby Nabokov shows us the complete and utter

blindness of the human ego when it runs out of control.

    Another theme throughout the story is that of triumph. According to our itarrator the

salesman is a moderately successful salesman and a highly successful iadies' man. Yet, his

measuring stick for such triumphs counts enly the flumber of successful seductions with a

string of anonymous women. In additiofl, the less money needed to hoodwink a woman inte

sleeping with him the greater the triumph. His basic measuring stick is IO Reichsmarks per

orgasm ". .. three times, and that cost us thirty Reichsmarks." Therefore, he is thoreughly

disgusted that he had exceeded his going rate for sex after calculating the total expenses

related to seducing the woman in the story:

    Expenses: bag-check, 30 pfennigs, taxi 1.40, she 10 marks (5 would have been enough).

    What else? Yes, the beer, 55 pfennigs, with tip. In all: l2 marks and 25 pfennigs. Idiotic.

    ("A Dashgng ]FeE}gw", p. I36)

Kowever, each conquest by this man turns out to be a false triumph, yes he can now put

another notch on his belt, or count her just like one mere sticker en his traveling bag, but in

reality the entire experience was one more complete failure at achieving even a touch of

human warrr}th er kindness. The total failure is even further enunciated by the maR's

premature ejaculation in the kitchen. As a result, even the act of fornication, supposedly the

"ultimate" objective, proves to be thoroughly unsuccessful and unsatisfying. Ne has in

essence gained nothing while tragically missing an opportunity to share a warm meal with

another lonely person and somehow help each other escape, however fleetingly, from the

loneliness of life. After learning of her father's coltditien he could have held her hand at such

a distressful time and offered a warm shoulder to cry on in order to help share in the moment

of human grief and compassion. However, such considerations never even occur to this

"gallant" hero. After he gets his jollies, he is quickly off to his next train, next business

meeting, next cafe, his next pickup, with nothing butthe continual loneliness from now until
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his inevitable death. Indeed, this can be considered oite of Nabokov's most depressing stories

when we think of the ending. As we watch the train depart from the station, we see the

salesman's life as oue great succession of business deals and brief sexual encounters with no

beginning and ne end, while the hero remains obliviotis to the worid around him with nothing

to loek ferward to but a vast expanse of loneliRess from now until certain death, which

Nabokov seems to hint is perhaps the only rr}agic elixir than can finally ease the man's pain:

    The train was crammed, the heat stiiling. We feel eut of sorts, but do mot quite know

    if we are hungry or drewsy. But wheR we have fed aRd slept, iife will regain its loeks,

    and the AmericaR instruments will make music in the merry cafe described by our friend

    Lange. Aad then, sometime later, we die. ("A BaskgRg ewegg$w", pp. 136-l37)

Therefore, Nabokov condemns his cruel aftd heartless character to death, just as he did his

mere famous pervert Humbert in Lgggta. ffowever, the death of Konstantin will be a slow

and evidently painful one. E{e already demonstrates the outwardly physical symptorr}s of

soffke kind ef sexually transmitted disease aitd his impatient and almost hysterical flow of

consciousness also ailudes mest likeiy to the tertiary symptoms ef gonerrhea in which the

victim gradual}y goes insaRe and dies. The rea1 tragedy here, of course, is not that

Koftstantin himself rnay be dyiRg butthat he is spreading the disease around to other new

victims as fast as he can.

    The blindness of ebsession is also clearly dispiayed in the way the salesmafi evaluates his

wife. Amidst his endless search for new sexual conquests he never even considers the fact

that his actions might alse be making her unhappy:

   Katya is the very type ef a good wife. Lacks any sort of passien, ceoks beautifuliy,

   washes her arms as far as the shoulders every morning and is not overbright: therefore,

   not jealous. Given the steriii}g breadth of her pelvis o ze is surprised that for the second

   time new she has produced a stillbom babikins. ("A Dasking Fegeifw", pp. 127-128)

Kere we see the blindness ofthis ffxan's own homelife. Rather than looking for happiness in

his in own backyard, he must search endlessly ail over the country. This bliikdness and

obsession even interferes with his business life since he can hardly get his business obligations

completed until he satisfies his sexual requiremeRts:

   Can't coitcentrate olt business "niess I first take care cf my roinantic interests. So here

   is the plan: starting peint the cafe which Lange told me about. Now if I don't find

   anything there- ("A Daskgitg geeggifw", p. 128)

in raoderR day America such an obsessive person's only hope would be te jein group therapy

sessiens at the nearest branch office of "sexahoiics anonymous."
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    }Iere we alse see another unique trait of such a deranged mind. Everything he does is

rfieticulously weH planned and is almost reminiscent of a modern day serial kilier. He is both

clever aRd calculating. Ke counts the minutes with a passion. }Ie measures the pauses during

conversations. He sizes up the womaR and leads her just where she wa#ts te go in a
conversatien. He notices that she likes te drink and quickiy orders beer. Finally when the

timing and the mood is just right he makes his well rehearsed and tirae worn romantic pass:

`Do you know-I keep looking at you, and imagining that we met ence years age. You

resemble te ait absurd degree a girl-she died of consumptien-whem g leved se much

that I almost shet iiiiyself. Yes, we Russians are sentimerital eccentrics, but believe me

we can love with the passion of a RasputiR and the Raivete of a chiid. YQu are loRely,

and I am loftely. Yeu are free, aRd I am free. Who, theit, can forbid us to speRd severa}

pleasant hours in a sheltered ]ove nest?' ("A geasking geegkow", p. 132>

Even his escape from the woman is well rehearsed and perfectly executed when as soon as

he zips up his trousers he says:

`Bought that cigar for me? he inquired.

She was busy taking kRives and forks out of the cupbeard and did not hear.

`What abgut that cigar?' he repeated.

`Oh, sorry, I didnk know you smoked. Shall I run dewn and get one?'

`Never mind, I'il go myseK' he replied gruffly and passed into the bedroGm where he put

on his shees and coat. Though the open door he couid see her rftoving gracelessly as she

laid the table. .

`Mereover, I'll get some pastry,' said Koftstantin and went out.

("A geasktwg Fegeew", pp. 135-136)

Of course, our hero thereafter proceeds full speed te the train statien and the next train. Fer

him life remains nothing more than a chess game in which he who memorizes eRough
effective moves can aiways win the little battles that we dai}y encounter.

   The primary success of this story lies in Nabokov's abiliÅíy te eRtice the reader inte

becoming caught up in the alluring euergy of Konstantin's erx}etien, as he does with Kumbert

and Van Veen, if the reader is not careful he toe will fal} prey to the false legic and delusion

that the narrater spews out.

   Nabokov also quite interestingly hints at the factthat perhaps KeRstaRtin himself is the

victim and not just the perpetrator ef crueity in the story since as a child his pareRts were

apparently killed before his eyes by the comrnunists and then in order to escape the country

he had to disguise himself as a peasant girl:

`}{{ow terrible,' she said, `hew very terrible! '
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`Yes, but it inures one. I escaped, disguised as a country girl. In those days I made a very

cute littie maiden. Soidiers pestered me.

Especiaily one beastly fellew. .. And thereby hangs a most comic tale.' Hetold his tale.

`Pfui!' she uttered smiling.

("A DaskEkg FeSgew", p. 131)

The reader can oitly guess at the significance of this little stery by the salesman, however,

as a rich member of the gentry all such peopie were regularly slaughtered by the Bolsheviks,

se the man's parents ceuid very weli have beeR butchered in his presence. in addition, since

the cemmunists had a tendency te kill any males over the age oftwelve from such families,

the saiesman may very likely have had to escape dressed as a peasant girl. The comic tale

he alludes to is probably his rape atthe hands of one soldier. Finaliy the senteRce "it iAures

bne." seems to indicate that these experiences have hardened him and may have been se

psychologically devastating as to thereafter have made any normal human interaction
impossible. As a resuit, Konstantin may just be using these new sexual escapades as a means

of coping with his pain of loss-loss of family, fortuRe aAd even childhoed innocence.

   Therefore, fate and circumstances rflay have possibly led a rich young Russian noble to

now have degenerated to the levei of a measly salesman with a cold, distorted and perverted

view ef humanity. Yes, Nabokov may possibly hint at this potential explanatien, but he in

no way excuses the n3an. Regardless of fate or destiny througheut the undercurrent ef this

story Nabokov seems to be implying that all men are ultimately responsible for their own

fates as if to repeat a weli wom phrase, he who makes his bed must sleep in it.

   Kenstantin's obsession alse leads him te beceme filled with delusions of the reality

around him. He has develeped whole series of deiusions to satisfy his imagined needs. After

complaining of how laborious and difficult his job was, he deludes himself into thinking that

ail problems ifi life disappear after one romantic tryst with a blond bimbo:

God, how one lengs te taRgle with a gracefgl geld-bright littie devil in a fantastically lit

hetel room! Mirrors, ergies, a couple of drinks. .. After all, say what you wiil, but the

mainspring of life is robustromaRce.

("A geasking Fegggw", p, 128)

  Kis delusions grow with intensity as the story progresses when after he suggests te the

woman that they spend the night together he greatly overestimates his own sexual prowess:

`All right, I'll accompany you, and tomorrow continue my journey.

Though I dare not predict anything madam.

yeu Ror I will regret it.'

("A Daskikg Yeggew", p. 132)

I have all grounds to believe that neither
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As we see a few pages later the salesrnan is far from an ideal lover, en the contrary he is

perhaps incapable of satisfying a womaR. Yet, the delusions continue as he begins to imagine

how the evening with the woman will take shape after arriving at her station:

An enchanting woman! A nervous, supple, interesting woman! We'll be there in haif aR

hour. Long Live Life, }{appiness, ruddy ffealth! A long night of deuble-edged pleasures.

See our complete collection of caresses! Amorous Hercules! ("A Pasking Fegggw", p.

Contrary to whatever the saiesman may imagine, he soon proves to certainly be no Hercules.

Such delusions continue as he calmly rationalizes that not telling her about her dying father

is a matter of no great significance. Again the reader might conclude that his gonorrhea is

possibly getting the best of him and may even possibly be leading him headlong into insanity.

   As alluded te earlier, the uRique aspect of this story is the incredible intensity of emotion

and vitality on the part of the salesmaR. After arriving atthe woman's traiR station and

accompanying her to the taxi stand the salesman's seflse ef urgency almost exp}odes and in

the course ef the next three pages Nabokov increases the intensity by such descriptive

phrases as: "said terribly impatient Kostya., Come on, come on, tell him where to go!, Hurry

up!, Quick!, All right, but for Ged's sake, hurry, I enly beseech you te make haste.", aRd so

on. His overwhelming urgency, and lack of aRy sense of deceRcy is perhaps no rnore better

described thaR during his brief wait at the apartment while the woman went out shoppiRg:

There was no toilet, se he quickly used the kitchen sink, then washed his hands and

examined his lip. ("A geaskimg Fegggw", p. 134)

Ironically when the woman returns he immediately takes her while pushing her ever the same

siRk which thereby equates the sex act to the same level of relieving oneself and, for

Konstantin, both happen to take about the same length of time.

   This sense ef urgency continues as he cannot wait to escape from the woman's sight as

sooB as he has gotten what he wanted. As he rushes out of her apartment, in his haste to flee

he is practically run over by a bicycle aRd then his mind continues to buzz as he caicuiates

the minutes left until the next train arrives.

   As in all of Nabokov's works there is a great attention to detail, and the story is full of

memorable details including colors, smells, clothing and various images in strange lights or

hues. These details all add to the readers pleasure, yet in this tale it is not so much the

atteRtion to detail that impresses but the author's array of combinatioRs, patterns, and

harmonies, as we follow the hero's distorted legical and often absurd thoughts. However,

throughoutthe story the author is primarily concerned with describing the hero's conscious-

ness. This consciousness is carefully introduced on the second page of the story as we follow

the world through our hero's eyes as the train stops at some provincial station:
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Crossing gate, warehouse, big station. 0ur traveler let dewnthe window and leaRed upoA

it, elbows wide apart. Beyond a platform, steam was issuing from under some sleeping

cars. One could vaguely make outthe pigeons chaiiging perches under the lofty glass

dome. ffotdogs cried out in trebie, beer in baritone. A girl, her bust enclosed in white

wool, stood talking te a mait, now joining her bare arms behind her back, swaying

slightly and beating ker buttocks with her handbag, now felding her arms en her chest

and stepping with one foot upen the other, or else helding her handbag under her arm aitd

with a srnall smapping sound thrusting nimble fingers uRder her glessy biack belt; thus

she stoed and laughed, and sometimes touched her comapanionin a valedictory gesture,

only to resume at once her twisting and turning: a suatanned girl with a heaped-up

hairdo that Ieft her ears bare, and a quite ravishing scratch en her honey-hued upper

arm. She dees not leok at us, but never rriind, let us egle her fixedly. ("A gea$kSitg

Feghow", p. I28)

This entire passage introduces us to the pattercs aRd combinations ef the salesmalt's thought

processes. Nabokov is trying to show the fiow of ceitsciousuess while alsG showing its

absurdity and limitations since it is only able te focus on what tke individual deems worthy

of attention. i{ereafter the reader becomes the prisoney Gf KenstantiR's view of the world

until the story's end. Nabokov creates a very naturai stream ef events which seem te glide

frera ofte scene to the uext untii the reader, toe, sees the absurdity that Konstantin is

incapable of ceizr}prehendiRg. Some ofthe criticism ofthis work, as wel? as for LogitG, is that

the auther is too cerebral and too sensual. ffowever, this is how Nabokov is abie to push the

consciousness of human emotien to its extremes. Ift both werks the author succeeds
masterfully in what he was trying to achieve.

    Finally, the one last theme that needs mentioning in regard to "A Dasking gregg@w" is the

uftspoken theme of happiness. Nabokov has again created a new type of madman, a coid

cruel, cbnoxious and thoroughly unlikable character. }{owever, through the guise of his

efficient and calculated wornanizing there iies an undercugrreRt of the search for happiness.

The traveling salesman is supposedly leoking for it, the diverced woman he meets on the

train is looking for it:

   `I had a husband, it was a dreadful marriage, and I said to myselt: er}ough! I'm geing to

   live my owlt way. ("A Baskgag Fe}ggw", p. 131)

Even his wife Katya is surely loeking fer it, but in this upside down worid no one is really

able to find it. The here Kenstantin thus remains a sornewhat tragic figure for he dees Rot

even know himself what it is he is really looking for. In Nabokov's world it is only the very

few who are bestowed a glimpse of happiness in this cold and calculating world. We see most

of Nabokov's characters wandering as prisoners of their own limited censciousness and

weaknesses. Therefore, all his characters seem to be searching for that eiusive sense of
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happiness, the same sense of happiness that Nabokev himself appears to have left behind in

prerevolutionary Russia and forever thereafter seems to have only existed in his own

censcious acceptance of the fact that he could never return.

   The story ends with our hero on his train heading off to places unknown trying to survive

another day by somehow dulling the pain and loneliness of life. Once again nothing has been

gained while the salesman has only succeeded in losing a little more ef his own humanity. As

the sun sets and darkness fills the sky, so too does a similar darkness envelope his soul ever

further on his journey towards death.
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